We Have To Have Some... It's Magic!

BY PATRICK MCDONALD
NEW YORK (UPI) — I have a shipping bag full of ice and some of those in Texas don't want it. On Monday and Tuesday it will be up to the Nfl to call the balls. The Poling of the wind was an absolute must yesterday and the one who can save the man for a minute-as evidenced by the people who ran off the course on Thursday when the tree they were standing in knocked down when they looked up to the sky. The weather was very poor yesterday, but the sky was clear and the wind was very light. The temperature was below freezing and the clouds were very low.

"We have to have some," said Joe. "It's Magic."
Holland 'Cool' At His Dinner

By LANCE PFEFFER

Arlans Sets New Store Opening

Weaver Escapes George A Page

Central National Bank

Holland 'Cool' At His Dinner

Why did Cale Yarborough put 2 gallons of Prestone anti-freeze in his family car instead of one?

He knows it takes 2 to protect his car winter and summer.
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METS ARE BEST IN THE WORLD
Orioles ‘Polished,’ 5-3
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The New York Times

The Times is proud to present the complete baseball coverage for the New York Mets, including scores, highlights, and analyses. Today’s edition features a article on the Mets’ defensive prowess, with a focus on their rushing defense. The Mets are described as being well-prepared for their upcoming game against the Sooners.

The article also highlights the performance of the Mets’ pitching staff, which has been a key factor in their success. The Mets’ offense is also praised, with particular attention given to the contributions of their star players.

In addition to the baseball coverage, the Times also provides updates on other sports, including football and basketball. The sports section includes profiles of athletes, game previews, and a calendar of upcoming events.

Overall, the Times provides a comprehensive look at the world of sports, offering readers in-depth coverage of their favorite teams and events.
NORTHEAST STUNS WEST, 13-7

Classen Blanks St. Mary's, 27-0

Jones Guides Winning Rally
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Moon Only Thing Left For The Mets

The Mets Are Champs

Sooners 'Prepared'
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Horse Auction Set At Purcell

Alleged Associate Of Nix Murdered

Glenwood Residents Huddle With Officials
WAREHOUSE SALE!

Held in our store 800 South Western

SAVE up to 50%
Nationally Famous Brands
of Furniture, Appliances
Carpet & Accessories

CONTEMPORARY NORA by RESURRECTION $168
VINYL STACK STOOLS

EARLY AMERICAN CABINET $100
EARLY AMERICAN B'RITTAIN CHAIR $129

5 PIECE SPANISH DINETTE $299

EVANS Home Furnishings

AUTO SHOW '70

Shepherd Mall
Wednesday Oct. 22 through Oct. 25

OKLAHOMA CITY'S AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION
with OKLAHOMA SPRING
Disaster Drill Sharpens Skill

University Hospital held a disaster drill on Tuesday afternoon, after the entire staff took part in it to test the hospital's ability to handle a large number of patients. Faced with the current situation, the drill was designed to test the hospital's ability to handle a large number of patients. The drill was designed to test the hospital's ability to handle a large number of patients.

Nurse And 'Patient'

A nurse at University Hospital treats a 'patient' who has just undergone surgery. The drill was held in the hospital's emergency department. (Photo by Ed Schoenith)

4 Suspects Grilled Here By Texans

Texas authorities question four persons Thursday at the Oklahoma City airport about two bank robberies and a crime. The victims, John Jones and a Texas woman, said they were nickel and dimes by two men who were arrested. The victims, who were not identified, said that the nickels and dimes were not returned.

'Group To Hear Rev. Dolan

The Rev. Richard F. Dolan, executive director of the Main Avenue, Inc. of Oklahoma City and Tulsa, will be the featured speaker for the Women's Guild of St. Luke's School of Nursing in Oklahoma City.门票 are $1.25 and will be sold at the door.

Man Awarded $17,238 In Case

A man who sued a Oklahoma City police officer for injuries sustained May 24, 1964, in a car accident in the city, was awarded $17,238 in damages by a jury. The officer, who drove the car, was not charged with any crime.

2 Charged With School Neglect

Two Midwest City men were charged Thursday with impairing the health of children by neglecting to provide them with proper care. The men were charged with neglecting the health of children and were released on their own recognizance.

Woman Sues City

Mrs. Dolly Wilson, living in the vicinity of 1067 29th and Manhattan, filed suit for $5,000 against the city of Oklahoma City Thursday, alleging that her property was damaged in a fire. The city was not charged with any crime.

'Farmers Vie For Reward

The Oklahoma Farm Bureau and the Oklahoma County Farm Bureau have spent the past week preparing their offices to handle the claims of members who have lost crops due to the recent storms. The two organizations have spent the past week preparing their offices to handle the claims of members who have lost crops due to the recent storms.